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Background 
Process Instruments was approached by a major food and beverage 
manufacturer in the Eastern Region to supply, install and commission 
the Siemens MAG1100 hygienic magnetic flowmeters and Labom DN100 
hygienic gauges for its production of beverage and foodstuffs.

CHallENGE 
The main challenges to overcome with this job entailed the high 
standard hygiene requirements needed to withstand the clean in 
progress (CIP) and the need for absolute accuracy with the process. 
Other key considerations involved the need for the process to be able 
to perform accurate and repeatable pressure measurements. Both 
flow and pressure instruments were supplied with hygienic DIN11851 
Process Connections to ensure absolute cleanliness.

SOLUTION 
Process Instruments specified the Siemens MAG1100 hygienic 
magnetic flowmeters and Labom DN100 hygienic gauges being the 
best performing instruments to overcome the specific challenges at 
hand. These flowmeters and pressure gauges are well established 
in the process industry and once they are fitted they require little 
maintenance. Process Instruments’ are Siemens and Labom technical 
partners and deliver knowledge, experience & technical expertise 
along with industry leading instrumentation, trusted and proven to 
be the best in the market. As part of the work with this client, Process 
Instruments offers full ongoing customer service to ensure total client 
satisfaction, calibrating and verifying the flowmeters

REsULT 
Project Manager says: “The 
installation of the industry 
leading flowmeters and 
pressure gauges has increased 
productivity and efficiency in 
our manufacturing process. We 
also have total confidence in 
the highest hygiene standards 
being achieved. The full service 
and continued customer 
support we have received from 
Process Instruments has been 
exceptional and to make things 
even easier they are located 
just up the road - a superb local 
service.”

 

Equipment supplied
• Siemens MAG1100 hygienic 

magnetic flowmeter
• Labom DN100 hygienic gauge

Siemens MAG1100 hygienic magnetic flowmeters and Labom DN100 hygienic 
pressure gauges for a major food and beverage manufacturer
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